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hile it may have
been the sukiyaki
savored as a child at a local
Japanese restaurant that
sparked my nearly life-long
odyssey with Japanese
food, it was certainly the
sushi I “experienced”
twenty years later that ultimately drew me to Japan.
I grew to crave not only
the pristine fish and clean
flavors of the food, but also
the actual feeling of peace
that descended upon me
and enveloped me each time I ate sushi at my favorite
place in San Francisco. That feeling and the desire to
learn Japanese propelled me to Japan in 1988.
Having little money when I first arrived, I fashioned a meal of tofu, rice and sautéed vegetables at the
end of each day. Simple, nourishing and tasty. Little
did I know that those sparse elements in my nightly
dinner were almost identical to what my future husband ate growing up on a Japanese farm.
Now we have been married twenty years, and the
farm diet has changed. We eat fish and meat as well as
traditional vegetables, tofu, rice and udon noodles, but

at the heart of our country food is the harvest of
our fields. My husband,
Tadaaki, is a Japanese
farmer who grew up in the
fifties and sixties. Then
Japanese inland farming
families traditionally ate
only what they grew. Eggs
from a clutch of chickens
were for selling, so sparingly meted out. Each house
made its own miso, while
locally produced soy sauce
and tofu were purchased
at neighborhood shops. Tofu provided the farmers’
protein needs; deep-fried treatments such as tempura
satisfied the craving for some richness in the food. And
every night the family kneaded dough made from flour
milled from homegrown wheat to roll and cut udon
noodles, which accompanied a small assortment of
vegetable dishes from the fields. As recent as one generation back, Japanese farmers lived almost solely off
the land.
In our family, we hold strongly to the belief that
growing our food is a crucial part of existence and
to be valued over the modern desire to save time. We
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(facing page) Saitama Gothic, (l to r) the Hachisu family: Matthew, Tadaaki, Andrew,
Nancy, Christopher, Katsue Nagano, (seated) Toku Hachisu.

grow our rice, wheat and vegetables
without chemicals. My husband has
a free-range egg farm, and we also
keep ducks and chickens for the
family. Although my mother-in-law
doesn’t make miso these days, she
still mixes rice bran pickling mash
(nuka doko) to pickle the summer vegetables. She dries and salts
the sour plums (ume) for pickling
umeboshi in the early summer, and
in autumn the daikon radishes are
salted and hung before pickling in
a rice bran medium, for the pungent takuan. Early winter, thick
Chinese cabbage (hakusai) quarters
lie basking in the winter sun, air-drying to naturally
sweeten, before salting for pickles. My mother-in-law
(Obaachan; lit, “Granny”) takes pride in her job and
in being useful, but now I believe it is time for me to
work alongside Obaachan, learning her methods so I,
too, can make the family pickles.
And these days, we use a heavy Japanese pasta
machine instead of rolling by hand, but still do knead
the udon dough by the traditional method of treading on it (encased in a tough plastic bag). And just as
my husband learned noodle making from his grandmother, our sons are learning this traditional skill
from their father.

Spring: Seed Planting
About ten years ago, we became involved in Slow Food
and began inviting Tokyo people out for farm events. I
thought planting seeds would be an easy way to break
these city dwellers into farming. Tadaaki rolled his
eyes at my naïveté. And he was right. City folk do not
have the skills necessary for this seemingly simple job.
Too many seeds make too many seedlings. Dropped
seeds result in plants outside the row. And, the city

people don’t come back to see their planting mistakes.
But for the preschool children in my English
Immersion School, Sunny-Side Up! (SSU!), planting
seeds is an invaluable lesson in experiential learning. It’s all there before their very eyes, once the seeds
sprout. That it takes several weeks before the children
see the results of their planting and a couple more
months before they taste the fruits of their labor is a
lesson in patience, unmatched by none.
The thing about growing your vegetables is that
you learn to really, really respect them. Since we don’t
irrigate, we need to plant right before the rain. And
weeds grow madly in the copious summer rain. We
start shoots in planting boxes, otherwise the seedlings
would never outpace the weeds. When the shoots are
ready to be replanted, Tadaaki plows the fields right
before the rain comes, and we take some of my students to the field to plant. This is a fun job, because
our flip-flop-shod feet sink into the freshly churned
earth, and there is a feeling like we are being sucked
into the heart of the field. I love that, and the kids
seem to respond without thought, reveling in the tactility of the loamy soil. They also love the trust I give
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Cucumber with Miso and
Sesame (Kyuri Momi)
Slice 3 or 4 Japanese cucumbers
(2.5-cm or 1-inch diameter and 20-cm
or 8-inch long) into paper-thin rounds.
Toss with ½ Tbsp salt and let sit 15–
30 minutes. Toast 4 Tbsps sesame
seeds over medium-high heat in a dry
frying pan until they are fragrant and
start to pop. Grind sesame seeds well
with mortar and pestle. Add 3 Tbsps
miso and 2 Tbsps rice vinegar to
mortar and blend. Squeeze out water
from cucumber by handfuls and add
to sesame/miso mixture. Mix gently,
but well. Stack 10 shiso (perilla) leaves
and slice into fine tendrils (chiffonade),
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toss with cucumbers and serve.

Ratio: sesame: miso: vinegar—4:3:2
Variations: Young sansho leaves
instead of shiso; add finely slivered
ginger to cucumbers or ginger juice
(grate ginger, wrap in cheesecloth,
and squeeze out juice) to sesame/
miso mixture.

them as I lay a tender seedling in each of their hands,
admonishing them to be gentle with the “baby plant.”
They eagerly await their turn to place the tiny root
tendrils into the small holes we have dug out with our
fingers. And they are just as happy to troop down to
the field with water bottles in hand, to water the seedlings when the expected rain doesn’t come.

Summer Vegetables
As a Californian, I had no understanding of growing
seasons or that when a vegetable is in season, you eat
it every meal. You don’t choose the vegetables, they
choose you. In the middle of summer you can’t give
away the slender cucumbers and eggplants. Everyone
grows them, so the summer is all about eating eggplant
and cucumbers. Somehow I thought of the field as my
own private vegetable shop. I could saunter over and
pluck a bit of this or that for any meal. In those days, I
didn’t know that you have to pick the whole row every
two days. Otherwise, the plants stop producing.
My education was a slow process. It took me
many years to wean myself of planning meals around
recipes. Or even from planning meals ahead. But I
learned to be flexible and I learned to listen to the
vegetables. Walking among the rows, I would stroke
them and feel their energy course through me.
Touching vegetables while they are living is something every cook should do. And you have to accept
them, not force your will on them.

Rice Planting
My husband used to plant the rice with a machine,
but the machine left too many seedlings floating on
top of the water. Last year Tadaaki decided to plant
the rice by hand, and we invited some Slow Food
friends from Tokyo to try “real farming.” Eighteen of
us working from morning to just before nightfall. It
took seven hours.
First of all, you plant rice in bare feet. When you
take your first step into the rice field, your toes curl to
get some purchase. Every time you take a step, the wet
mud does not want to let you go; every step is an effort.
Also, you must step slowly and carefully, walking in
others’ footsteps, so as not to create more holes in the
rice paddy, which has been carefully leveled. At this
point there is about 1 cm of water covering the mud.
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Eggplant Miso Stir Fry
(Nasu no Abura Miso)
Muddle 2²⁄³ Tbsps best-quality miso
with 2¼ tsps sake. Slice 450 gm (1 lb)
Japanese eggplant down the middle
lengthwise, then diagonally crosswise
about 10–12 mm (½-inch) thick. In
wok, heat 6 Tbsps sesame oil with 3
whole dried red peppers torn in half,
over medium heat until pepper turns
bright red. Throw in 1 Tbsp slivered
ginger and eggplant pieces and toss
gently to cook. Once eggplant slices
are shiny and soft, add miso-sake
mixture, stirring gingerly to coat slices
evenly without smashing or breaking
them. Serve while still blistering hot;
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also tasty at room temperature.

Ratio: oil: miso: sake—8:3:1 (eggplant only, other vegetables use 4:3:1).

Variations: whole snow peas or snap
peas; wedges of juicy new onions
or summer green peppers—cook
enough to remove raw taste, but leave
vegetables slightly crunchy. You can

also use rapeseed oil for a milder taste
or add some shiso leaves sliced into
fine threads.

Ohagi
Wash 500 cc (2 cups) glutinous rice
(mochi gome) until water runs clear.
Place rice in rice cooker receptacle.
Add 500 cc (2 cups) minus 3 Tbsps
filtered or spring water and let stand
overnight. Cook in rice cooker on
okowa (おこわ) or appropriate setting (depends on maker). Or, wrap
in thin muslin gauze or two layers of
cheesecloth, place in steamer, and
steam over furiously boiling water for
one hour.
Transfer cooked rice to a large
mixing bowl and mash with a large
wooden pestle until the rice grains
begin to adhere into a sticky mass.
There will still be visible grains. Let
cool 20 minutes for easier handling.
Set a small bowl of cold water by
your side. Dip your fingers in the water
to keep the rice from sticking to your
hands. Shape rice into 10-cm (4-inch)
by 5-cm (2-inch) oblongs.

Sesame: Toast 4 Tbsps sesame
seeds in a dry pan over medium heat
just until they pop. Grind roughly with

mortar and pestle, add 1 Tbsp sugar
and ¼ tsp salt and mix. Pour sesame
mixture into a small plate and roll rice
oblongs to coat. (substitute: walnuts
or pecans)

Soybean powder (kinako): To 4
Tbsps store-bought kinako, mix in
1 Tbsp sugar and ¼ tsp salt. Follow
above procedure for rolling ohagi.

Azuki Bean Paste (anko): Measure
250 cc (1 cup) azuki beans into a
medium-sized pot; fill pot to top with
cold water. Bring to boil over high
heat, remove from flame and let sit
one hour. Drain, return beans to pot,
and fill with cold water to about 4 cm
(2 inches) above beans. This is known
as “surprise water” (bikkuri mizu); it
shocks the beans and softens them.
Simmer until beans just get soft. Mix
in 50–60 cc (¼ cup) sugar and ¼ tsp
salt and continue cooking and until
beans start to fall apart. Mash roughly.
The paste should be about the consistency of mashed potatoes, but still
chunky. Smooth anko around the rice
oblongs instead of sesame or kinako.
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Udon Noodles
(serves 6–8)
Dissolve ½ Tbsp salt in 160 cc (²⁄³ cup)
water. Measure 500 g (1+ lbs) udon
flour (substitute pastry or cake flour)
into a large mixing bowl. Add salt water
and mix until dough holds together.
Knead until smooth and pliable, then
transfer to a heavy plastic bag, pat
the dough out to a 4-cm (2-inch)
thick rectangle and knead further by
rhythmically and firmly treading on the
dough. Udon dough, like pasta dough,
is dense and dry, otherwise it will stick
when rolled. Rolling by hand or with a
pasta machine, make long rectangles
about 60-cm (2-feet) about 0.25-mm
(1/8 -inch) thick. Cut noodles on the
thin linguini setting, then cut in half
horizontally for 30-cm (1-foot) lengths.
Flour the cut noodles as you finish each
batch, so they will not stick together.
Fill a large stockpot with hot water and
bring to boil. Set a large mixing bowl
into kitchen sink and fill with cold water.
Scoop up ½ of the udon with two hands
and boil for 2–3 minutes (depending on
thickness). The noodles should be softer than pasta, but not mushy. Refresh in
cold running water, shake off and swirl
small bunches into three attractive piles
arranged on a dinner plate. Cook the
rest of the udon in the same fashion.
Dip udon noodles in small bowl of dipping sauce (tsuyu) with flavor garnishes
(yakumi). Slurping is de rigueur in Japan.

Dipping Sauce (Tsuyu)
Make dashi stock: In a medium saucepan, place 2 15-cm
(6-inch) lengths of konbu kelp in 750 cc (about 3 cups) cold
water. Bring almost to a boil and remove konbu. Throw in one
and a half handfuls of dried bonito shavings (katsuo bushi)
and boil gently for 8 minutes. Remove from heat and let stand
8 minutes. Strain, and measure. You should have 450 cc
(scant 2 cups) dashi, add water if you do not. Return to pan
and flavor with 75 cc (scant 1/3 cup) soy sauce and 3 Tbsps
mirin (substitute 3 Tbsp sake or white wine sweetened with
1½ tsp sugar). Ladle into small bowls for each diner.

Flavor Garnishes (Yakumi)
Finely slivered citrus peel, finely chopped fresh green chili,
slivered fresh ginger, torn sansho leaves or slivered shiso
leaves (chiffonade), finely chopped green onion or chives.
Each diner sprinkles the garnish(es) of desire into small bowl
of dipping sauce.

You separate a seedling from the dripping bunch you
are carrying and, holding it gently, almost like a calligraphy brush, you flip your wrist as you insert the seedling straight down into the mud. The seedling should
not be planted too deep. The roots should just break
the mud’s surface. It’s slow going, but when that last
row is planted and you look out over the scores of other
rows, that is a mighty feeling of accomplishment.

Autumn: Rice Cropping
Inspired by a second year of hand-planting veterans
who wanted to return to help crop what they had sown,
Tadaaki threw caution to the wind and didn’t reserve
the rice-cropping machine last year. Cropping rice
by machine is faster but less viscerally satisfying than
grasping a handful of vibrant stalks top heavy with
plump rice grains, and stroking a sickle gently but
firmly across the base of the clump. Cropping rice by
hand has become a sort of cool thing to do for city
people. A way to get in touch with the land through
the heart and soul of Japan: rice. Our first crew cut
the whole field by dusk. The cutting process is hard
on the back, but there is immediate gratification since
the work goes fast and you quickly see the results of
your labor. The next step involved tying the stalks then
hanging them to dry on a long pole that stretches the
length of the filed. This work didn’t get finished even
with 15 people working from morning to night. Some
mothers and kids from SSU! had come to “help.” The
mothers worked diligently, while the “wild ones” ran
around the field chasing frogs. But kids should be
there. They should know the work that goes into their
bowl of rice, even if they aren’t actually doing the work.

New Year and Mochi
New Year (Shogatsu) is traditionally a family observance, though that has been waning in recent years as
families disperse to far cities. But our family still follows most of the traditional practices. Each year on the
29th of December, Tadaaki washes and soaks the glutinous rice (mochi gome) that we will pound the next
day. The rice pounding (mochi tsuki) is done outside in
the yard, and, by some stroke of luck, that day almost
always dawns sunny.
Tadaaki cooks the muslin wrapped mochi gome
inside a wooden steamer on top of an iron pot full
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of boiling water heated by a wood fire. After steaming for about an hour, the rice is dumped into a giant
mortar hollowed out of a tree stump. A bucket of
cold water is placed next to the mortar for wetting
the mallet and hands before touching the hot, sticky
rice. Tadaaki mashes the rice grains with an oversized
wooden mallet, then wielding the mallet high above
his head, pounds the mass with satisfying “thumps.”
One person pounds, and another person dips his
hand in the cold water then folds the rice “dough” in
one quick movement between thwacks of the mallet.
We invite a dozen or so friends, and everyone gets
a turn at pounding the mochi. Mochi tsuki is truly a
community event.
As soon as each batch of mochi is pounded, we must
work quickly before it cools. Tadaaki pinches off globs
of mochi, and we flatten them into rough circles then
stretch them around balls of sweet bean paste (anko).
We make eight batches of five liters of rice each year.
It’s enough for our family and immediate relatives, a
custom deeply engrained in Japanese farm life.
Family members remaining on the farm sent
vegetables to the city-dwelling relatives. To this day,
farmers grow extra vegetables to give away or as
insurance in case of a low-yielding crop. Our family no longer grows for the extended family, since we
don’t have the time or energy to pick, pack and send.
We do feed the preschoolers at SSU!, so still grow
extra. Our boys help, but as teenagers they are busy
with school. Nonetheless, we keep planting seeds,
tending the fields, and valiantly battling the weeds
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each summer. Sometimes the weeds get the best of
us, but we keep at it. And while we may not be as
dogged as farmers of previous generations, we are
committed, we keep trying, and our life is rich. So
many people have abandoned farming…. And while
we’ll never be wealthy, we also would never trade this
life for another.  

